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Opening spread: Barracuda schooling at Mary Island off 
aptly named Barracuda Point. Opposite page: Sunset over 

Vella LaVella. 1) Artist’s rendering of the PT-109 crash.  
2) Lt. John F. Kennedy at PT-boat base 1942.

My first awareness of the soloMon islands 
came in 1961 as a ten-year-old reading PT-109, the 
chronicle of President John f. Kennedy’s naval service 
in the south Pacific as a Pt-boat captain. i was hard 
pressed then to even find the obscure island group in 
a world atlas and had to settle for a large-scale map 
of the region that included australia, new Zealand, 
the new hebrides, new Caledonia, the fiji islands, 
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Key west with Castro saber-rattling only 90 miles south. 
a year or so later in the aftermath of the Cuban crisis 
(think the movie: Thirteen Days), i was speechless when 
my father introduced me to the President when he 
visited his command. But i managed to get Kennedy 
to sign my dog-eared copy of PT-109 and vowed to 
someday visit the islands he single-handedly put on 
the map. thirty-seven years later in september » 

and a few more specks on the dusty page that 
purported to be the solomon islands. 

Vella laVella, Kolombangara, rendova, and new 
Georgia were vague outlines without names. Good 
luck trying to identify the islands where Kennedy was 
shipwrecked in Blackett strait on august 2, 1943. 
But with some help from my father who was a navy 
Commander, i ferreted out an actual chart of the 
area. finally i could trace Kennedy’s route and his 
rendezvous with destiny when the Japanese destroyer 
Amagari rammed the PT-109… sinking her in minutes 
and killing two crewmembers. 

Kennedy mustered his remaining crew and led 
them swimming to an isolated caye called Plum 
Pudding island just a few miles from Gizo. his cool 
leadership and heroic night swims alone into the 
strait attempting to signal other Pt-boat squadrons 
led to a navy and Marine Corp Medal. the crew 
was ultimately rescued when discovered by two 
solomon islanders who chanced upon Kennedy and 
carried a message from him scrawled on a coconut 
to an australian coast watcher.

Great reading, full of valor and manly men doing 
manly things. heady stuff for a ten-year-old living in 
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1999, i landed on the tiny coral runway at nusatope 
island with four other intrepid divers (and a dozen live 
chickens) to end my journey half way around the world 
to see the solomon islands firsthand.

i would be a guest on an exploratory cruise 
with the relocated Truk Aggressor and her crew as 
they laid out an itinerary for the northern solomons 
from Gizo to the shortland islands. at this point, no 
liveaboard service existed in this area as the veteran 
Bilikiki and Spirit of Solomons were based out of 
Guadalcanal a couple hundred miles southeast. 
the Aggressor experiment lasted only one year due 
to logistical problems in getting passengers and 
supplies to Gizo. Meanwhile a tribal insurrection in 
the capital of honiara escalated to an actual shooting 
civil war briefly in June of 2000 that pretty much shut 
everything down for a while. 

thankfully, tensions cooled, the government re-
opened along with a resumption of air service and 
all seems to be well. divers regularly are treated to 
some of the world’s most amazing diving aboard 
Bilikiki and Spirit of Solomons. these vessels 
continue to provide stellar service and know the 
best sites after over 20 years of operation. 

My own experience allowed me the chance to 
spend two weeks exploring areas that arguably had 
never been visited by divers before. it’s about as 
remote a region as you can conjure up. you may have 
been places you would have categorized as third 
world. that’s way up the ladder from the northern 
solomons that might bluff their way into fifth world 
status if you could find the richest native who boasted 
a 30-year-old outboard on his dugout canoe. 

the native islanders are delightful. Pleasant, 
friendly, superb watermen, and utterly baffled at why 
a bunch of silly white people might want to descend 
beneath their ocean. you have to understand that 
anchoring a modern 110-foot ship anywhere in sight 
of only a single islander would precipitate literally 
hundreds of visitors in dugout craft to surround us 
within 30 minutes or so. talk about the Coconut 
telegraph... in the solomons, it’s their email. 

in a society that exists almost exclusively on a diet 
of rice, fish and bananas our attempts to introduce a 
few elements of our western cuisine almost caused a 
panic. houston diver lina hitchcock decided to treat 
the kids to popsicles after much spirited solicitation 
from the floating peanut gallery. Bad idea. in a world 
where ice is an unknown, the cold experience from a 

frosty pop was perceived as setting them on fire. 
after some ear piercing screams and anxious 

intercession from loincloth-clad parents, we retrieved 
the popsicles and settled on oreo cookies as our gold 
standard of exchange and commerce. with 50 pounds 
of Cap’n Crunch and a sack of fig newtons, lina could 
have been elected queen and ruled the outer islands 
forever. sadly, she abdicated her power after only the 

briefest of reigns and without actually donning the 
traditional loincloth of office in spite of our vigorous 
support to perpetuate the indigenous culture. alas. 

every evening we crept into an anchorage with no 
sign of human habitation... ever... and we would  be 
enveloped by a sea of sparkling eyes and blond tinged 
afros before you could say “livingston, i presume.” 
Come back on deck at 2:00 am for a bit of star-gazing 
and you could count on at least 50 of our newest 
best friends keeping vigil with us while vigorously 
bailing the canoes with their feet. Morning coffee 
was shared with our dusky observers who were   

Opposite page: Towering sea fans off New Georgia.
Above: Lina introduces the Oreo cookie to the Fifth World.
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1) Kolombangara’s tall summit rises above palm tree-lined beach.
2) Villagers arrive by dugout canoe to visit our ship.  

Opposite page: Lina Hitchcock snorkels over Vella LaVella reef.

stunned to learn that we had surpassed the ripe old 
age of 40 while still retaining our teeth. 

the simple life of the islanders nonetheless took 
its toll and by 30 or so most were looking pretty 
ancient. i met an elder matriarch of one village 
who professed to have turned 100 years old that 
summer. not a tooth or hair remained and she 
clearly wasn’t doing much canoe paddling these 
days but she still seemed pretty spry. i told her she 
didn’t look a day older than rolling stones’ guitarist 
Keith richards and she seemed to recognize a 
compliment when she heard one. she gave me a 
fish head and i reciprocated with a ten-pound bag 
of rice and a sack of sugar. i doubt if she listed the 
gifts on her tax return. i know i didn’t.

we were treated to a dazzling variety of diving 
situations from seemingly endless coral gardens 
to precipitous drop-offs on the offshore pinnacle 
islands. Great encounters with pelagics, mantas, 
sharks and a numbing preponderance of tropical 
fish species greeted us daily. we also were blessed 

with some spectacular visibility which can be a treat 
since the solomon waters can be so rich in nutrients 
in some areas that the viz is sacrificed. But the 
tradeoff is more than made up in diversity of corals, 
both soft and hard, as well as fish populations that 
thrive on the blooms. 

since the solomons were the scene of so many 
wwii battles, many of the shallows host the remains 
of wrecked Japanese aircraft still intact after almost 70 
years. there are a few war era shipwrecks but most of 
the famous naval engagements took place where the 
hulks settled in depths beyond the reach of divers. 

famed photographer Chris newbert had told me 
that the solomons were his pick as the best overall 

diving location in the world. he visits annually for as 
long as six weeks with charters aboard the Bilikiki. 
his trips always sell out. Just like e. f. hutton, when 
newbert speaks: i listen attentively. 

“like a fine vintage wine, the solomons just 
keep getting better with age,” Chris noted after 
his fall 2000 trip (his 13th in as many years). “they 
offer the finest all around coral reef diving to be 
had anywhere. the reefs can be thick carpets of 
deep red sea fans towering to 10 to 15 feet and 
more, interlaced with soft corals of vivid rainbow 
hues. the extensive hard coral gardens have largely 
been spared the devastating coral bleaching that 
has absolutely decimated a number of the world’s 
formerly ranking destinations.”

for me, the solomons were an ambition finally 
realized and fulfilled a promise made to myself as a 
ten-year-old. don’t wait nearly four decades as i did 
to experience this fabulous region yourself. 

you bring the rice. i’ll get the fish heads from my 
friend in the village. she owes me.»

1
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Afternoon calm creates a dual 
reality in the Russell Islands.
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nearly another deCade has flown By sinCe 
my first visit and i’ve returned three times since with 
another 15-day trip scheduled this november. allow 
me to share some updated perspectives and some 
focused sardonic observations.

mill over-hyped Caribbean islands in their zeal to 
lure the diving public. 

“world-class? of course, we are. it says so 
right there in the magazine article right next to our 
full-page ad! now let Bruce here tell you about 
a deal on a condo. it’s got a world-class view of 
a world- class high-rise hotel... hey, come back 
here, i want to tell you about a time-share plan 
on a couple of sting rays! why do you think we 
call it sting ray City? wait ‘til i show you sting 
ray leisure Village. you can move in today! hey, 
where’re ya going?” 

world-Class?
i guess i should just give up and accept that any 

really great dive destination will test my endurance 
just to get there. sure there are direct flights a 
dozen times a day to Grand Cayman from a dozen 
airlines... and the Cayman islands are happy to 
devalue the U.s. dollar 20 percent upon arrival so 
it matches up nicely with the $30 cheeseburgers. 
now join the line of cars inching up the road past 
seven Mile Beach where it can take 20 minutes and 
another $30 cab fare to go about 200 yards. But 
hey, you’re rushing to join the other 20 dive boats 
all converged at the same site. i mean the ads all 
said: “world class diving”, what could go wrong?

as the wise man once sagely observed, “ya pays 
your money and ya takes your chances.”

i have a slightly higher standard when i rate 
dive destinations and i never, ever, not once, i 
swear, dare to use the phrase “world-class” in 
describing a dive region. Because it’s a phrase that 
has quickly been relegated to utter banality and the 
epitome of misuse by hucksters flogging run of the 

1) Square-spot Anthias. 2) Pink Pygmy Seahorse. 3) Spinecheek 
anenomefish. Opposite page: Gretchen Gilliam at entrance to cave fissure 

in reef extending 300 feet into island land mass.
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My advice: whenever someone tries to tell you  
anything is “world class”, just say no like a good 
republican who finds himself accidentally seated next 
to dennis hopper or snoop dog at a drug conference.

now if you’d said “third world Class” then 
you might get my attention because, frankly, that’s 
where most of the best diving is today. no condos, 
wood shacks instead. no “time shares”. hell, 
there’s no concept of “time” in most cases. Change 

your U.s. dollars into something local? no problem, 
here’s a backpack full of our local stuff for your $10. 
stay awhile...

diving has been forever altered by a series of 
natural and political events just in the last decade. 
the 1997-98 el niño dramatically affected a long 
list of previously pristine dive areas. the global 
warming trend and coral bleaching phenomenon 
has struck in both the Pacific and Caribbean, 
sometimes with devastating consequences. then 

factor in the side effects of development on 
fragile island ecosystems and the nitrate runoff 
that inevitably escapes into the ocean and you’ve 
got a formula that quickly can ruin once thriving 
marine populations of coral and fish species. finally, 
there are still areas that have excellent diving but 
have become so politically unstable or militantly 
sympathetic to anti-western sentiment that the wise 
traveler simply crosses them off their list of places 
to visit because the risk is too great. 

“wanna dive world-class yemen?” i don’t think so.
the threat to reefs and fish populations is all 

too real. Consider the recent report from the Pew 
Center on Global Climate Change: scientists note 
that 15 percent of the world’s coral reefs are already 
beyond repair and another 30 percent may be lost 
in the next three decades. in areas such as the 
Caribbean, estimates of coral death run as high as  

1) Youthful commuter in the Solomon’s equivalent of the bicycle. 2) Village 
children in New Georgia. 3) Gretchen Gilliam pursues school of trevally jacks 
at Mary Island. 4) Pink soft coral bursts colorfully on the dropoff at 60 feet.
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Boys in dugout canoe peer into the author’s camera 
as he passes under them. Inset: Gilliam approaches 

canoes underwater as they surround Bilikiki.



80 percent. these numbers are staggering and may 
mean that the chance to see reef systems in their 
true glory may realistically end before i’m eligible 
for social security benefits. (not that i’m counting 
on anything from the government fund anyway. 
But i would like homeland security to stop reading 
my mail. or at least, stop correcting the spelling 
mistakes in the margins.)
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yes, the world is shrinking... and especially 
when it comes to finding the best diving. and that, 
my friends, is what makes this all too personal for 
me. i am constantly on a quest for the world’s best 
diving and it’s getting harder and harder to find. 

for big animal enthusiasts, Cocos island off Costa 
rica and Malpelo island off Colombia are tops along 
with the Galapagos islands off ecuador. these sites 
will deliver schooling hammerheads, whale sharks, big 
pelagics and a lengthy shopping list of other marine 
life in size XXl to satisfy just about anyone. humpback 
whales reliably appear on the silver Bank just north of 
the dominican republic and the south Pacific’s tonga 
islands have recently proven to be another a-list 
humpback habitat.

But when it comes to pristine reef systems 
abounding with new growth corals, varied marine 
tropical fish species, superb macro subjects and 
unspoiled topside island vistas right out of a James 
Michener novel, you’re really talking about a handful 
of decidedly third world places. indeed the top three 
have to be (in no particular order): indonesia, Papua 
new Guinea and the solomon islands. 

we’ve sent correspondents to all three regions 
and published lengthy articles about these Big 
three destinations in the past and we have more 
pieces slated for the future. the good news: while 
many other places are still in decline, these spots 
are consistently the best and new areas are being 
discovered by exploratory voyages within the regions. 

soMe history
during world war ii the region was known as 

the British solomon islands and the area became a 
hot bed of vicious fighting as the allies launched a 
determined effort to unseat the invading Japanese 
forces that established bases and fortified troop 
centers throughout the islands. 

there’s an oft-repeated tale of an australian 
who became concerned about the advance of the 
developing war in early 1940 and decided to move 
to a place so remote and off the map that he could 
confidently sit out any hostilities between the world’s 
major powers. he chose the idyllic solomons and 
moved lock, stock, and beer barrel to, of all places, 
Guadalcanal. his attempt at neutral pacifism was 
unfortunately forced to reevaluation after the Japanese 
naval and army forces invaded suddenly in 1942. 

after only the briefest of contact with his 
new neighbors bristling with armaments and 
their notoriously bad attitude toward both native 
solomon islanders and any expatriate settlers, our 
independent aussie took to the hills with a radio 

transmitter/receiver strapped to his back determined 
to help unseat these hostile brigands who had 
disturbed his private version of paradise in the 
south Pacific. Making contact with the australian 
intelligence service, he recruited local islanders and 
a ragtag group of other australian settlers to form 
the infamous “coast watcher” network that skillfully 
reported Japanese troop movements and shipping 
task forces back to the allies. it was a calling long on 
discomfort and danger but their stalwart radio reports 
helped guide the allied forces to key victories that 
ultimately led to victory in the Pacific theater.

it’s generally consensus opinion that the allied 
invasion of Guadalcanal and decisive defeat of the 
entrenched Japanese forces there marked the turning  

Wreckage of WWII era 
aircraft, now reclaimed 
by dense jungle growth.

The Solomons boast some of the best 
reef corals in the world. This plate 

spans nearly 25 feet in width.
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point in the Pacific war. the battle of Guadalcanal was 
one of the bloodiest in the campaign and has become 
the subject of countless books and movies including 
the 1999 release of The Thin Red Line that chronicled 
the desperate fighting by U.s. army and marines. 

red Beach, a short four miles or so out of 
honiara, is marked today by a lone Japanese cannon 
pointing out to sea. this is the site of the landing of 

the U.s. marine forces on august 7, 1942. nearby the 
airport is infamous “Bloody ridge” where americans 
defended henderson field. 

another worthy combatant was a local solomon is-
lander who was a member of the police force. sergeant 
Major Jacob Vouza distinguished himself as a volunteer 
scout when the Japanese first invaded and tirelessly 
combed the islands developing intelligence on their 
forces and locations that he conveyed to the americans. 
he helped coordinate key invasion points for the allies 
but ultimately had the bad luck to be taken prisoner by 
the Japanese. Knowing he had key information about 
the disposition and further attack plans of the U.s. army 
and marines, his captors tortured him in order to gain 
what would have been vital intelligence. 

But Vouza refused to betray any information in 
spite of prolonged and brutal efforts. in frustration, 
the Japanese tied him to a tree and bayoneted 
him several times before leaving him for dead. the 
durable sergeant Major survived in spite of his severe 
wounds and made his escape into the surrounding 
jungle. although a massive search to re-capture him 
was mobilized, he managed to make his way back 
to the american lines. Covered in mud, blood, and 
bleeding from several wounds, he feared he would die 
before he could report on the Japanese positions.  

Opposite page: Sunset inside the protected atoll of  
New Georgia islands. 1) Long-nosed hawkfish.  

2) Chief’s thatch-roofed cabin welcomes our visit to his village.
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so he stubbornly insisted on making his intelligence 
report completely before he allowed the astonished 
army colonel to take him to the hospital. 

for his heroism he was awarded the British George 
Medal, made a Member of the order of the British em-
pire, and given the american silver star. sergeant Major 
Vousa died in 1984, a hero both locally and international-
ly who exemplified the finest virtue and selfless sacrifice.

Peace came in 1945 and the U.s. forces pulled out, 
much to the dismay of the islanders who had hoped that 
the americans would remain. the islanders had grown to 
admire and appreciate their U.s. friends who they largely 
credited with the defeat of the Japanese. additionally, 
the generosity of the forces with food, clothing, equip-
ment, housing and other western luxuries were sorely 
missed upon the pullout. instead the islands came under 
British administration but ultimately became indepen-
dent in 1978 with a democratically elected Prime Minister.

today
approximately a quarter million solomon 

islanders now live on the six main islands and 
other isolated clusters of keys that run nearly 900 
miles across the Coral sea. over 90 percent of the 
population are Melanesian. these are some of the 
blackest people in the world who curiously sport 
both blonde and red hair in many areas despite the 
traditional features. it’s an interesting and slightly 
incongruous sight to first encounter a score or 

more islanders in their dugout canoes and blonde 
afros glinting in the sun as they throng around our 
anchored ship.

solomon islanders have a genuine bond with 
americans dating back to their role as liberators in 
world war ii. identifying yourself as american will 
frequently prompt a spontaneous outflow of “thank 
you” as the islanders express their gratitude for our 
last generation’s sacrifices to bring them their freedom. 
they are a warm and gracious people who are curious 

about our interest in their country as scuba divers, a 
technology that is largely ungrasped even today. 

tourism is minimal. less than 2,000 visitors 
arrived in the solomons last year and virtually all 
of them came for diving or other ocean related 
activities. the center of the population is based on 
Guadalcanal in honiara and the surrounding rural 
areas. here you will find a smattering of western 
influences including cars, shops, a few decidedly 
modest hotels and other basic infrastructure 
including a ramshackle Chinatown. 

it’s not the garden spot of the south Pacific to 

be sure and my advice is to get aboard the Bilikiki as 
quickly as possible and high tail it to the more remote 
islands where what passes for civilization in honiara is 
quickly left behind. surprisingly, most of the people 
who live in the solomons speak english as one of 
about 90 other languages. But when english fails and 
you cannot muster a vocabulary in one of the myriad 
other dialects, a colorful slang known simply as “Pijin” 
allows the language barrier to be crossed with a certain 
blundering efficiency that everyone takes in stride.

Beyond the limited resources of honiara, and to 
an even lesser extent in Gizo, life in the islands goes on 
pretty much as it has for centuries without the intrusion 
of modern distractions such as electricity, roads, 
mechanized equipment or social services. subsistence 
living based around fishing, coconuts, bananas, 
papayas, and yams is the rule. a few pigs and chickens 
are raised in the villages. what little money exchange 
that takes place from the sale of these staples is traded 
for rice, kerosene, some canned meat and, perhaps the 
most valued  commodity of all... beer.

accommodations beyond that of such vessels   

1) An isolated caye in the Russell Islands. 2) Locals come alongside 
Bilikiki by dugout canoe. Opposite Page: The charming residents of 

the Solomons thrilled by ship’s visit.
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Gretchen Gilliam swims over WWII B-17 
bomber wreck in 50 feet depth. The crew 

ditched safely and were rescued by islanders.
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as the Bilikiki are spartan, at best, but here and 
there you will find a beachside hut or cabin with an 
actual metal roof billed as eco-tourism getaways. 
each to his own, i say, but in the torpid heat and, at 
times, smothering humidity, i find the embrace of air 
conditioning to be an absolute must. therefore my 
refuge aboard Bilikiki would be defended with a zeal 
not equaled since davy Crockett at the alamo.

“remember the freon” is my rallying cry. i’m 
thinking about designing my own flag depicting ice 
cubes, a cool bunk and a portable dVd player.

air from a tiny vent; this leaves me looking a lot like 
a goldfish gulping oxygen as it bubbles from the 
aquarium pump. not a pretty sight.)

Meals are served forward of the main salon al 
fresco style on the covered foredeck. the menu 
is varied and well presented. i was left astounded 
at the overall quality of the meals considering the 
remote location and local provisioning services. 
liquor, beer and wine as well as assorted soft drinks 
are all available.

the upper deck area just forward of the wheel-
house became a favorite with our group for “sunset 
appreciation.” Congregating with our individual 
beverage of choice, the crew served appetizers as 
we relaxed with music and took in the scenery that 
proved nothing short of mesmerizing as we steamed 
through the island passages or idled at anchor.

diving is an ongoing exercise that begins before 
breakfast and concludes after the last night dive. 
some divers plugged in 7-8 dives between getting 
up and finally going to bed. i like to laze along at 
a less frantic “4 dive a day” pace that leaves me 
time to properly nurse a glass or three of the fine 
australian wine they serve in the late afternoon as 
the sun begins its dip to the horizon. 

although there were some sites where we 
simply had to step off the stern dive platform to 
the waiting reef, most dives are done from the 
large aluminum launches that briskly transfer 
divers to and from the vessel. rarely is a transit 
more than 5-10 minutes. nitrox is available at a 
nominal charge as well as camera rentals and any 
scuba equipment you may need that went missing 
courtesy of the airlines.

for those with fishing interests, the crew 
cheerfully accommodates one of the dive launches 
taking guests out to try their luck early in the 
morning or late in the afternoon. Gary hartstein, 
one of our group from texas, had a run of luck 
that kept us in sushi for two weeks with his regular 
catch of wahoo, dolphin and tuna. But just as Gary 
was beginning to feel a bit like The Old Man and 
The Sea, a local paddler eased up alongside one 
morning with a ten foot marlin... taken on a handline 
from his dugout canoe!

the diVinG: as Good as it Gets!
Chris newbert was right; the diving is the stuff of 

dreams. our trip was scheduled for 15 days and i would 

not have dared miss a single dive. it’s that good. (May-
be even “world-class”? nah, that would be a cliché.)

Visibility ranged from a low of about 75 feet 
to a high that exceeded 150 feet in some places. 
it averaged out around 110-125 feet with water 
temperatures pleasantly toasty at 82-84 degrees 
fahrenheit. sea conditions were mostly calm and on 
the few days it was gusty, the ship positioned itself 
expertly in a protected lee. 

the reefs feature some of the best stands of 
mature and new growth hard corals that i have seen 
anywhere in the last 15 years. at a time when many 
places are hurting from the ravages of natural and 
man-made disasters, these islands are in near perfect 
condition. Colorful soft corals, luxuriant sea fans and 
other gorgonians abound on the walls filling the color 
spectrum. the population of tropical fish is probably  

1) Bilikiki steams past native village in New Georgia.  
2) Gretchen Gilliam in strong current over Japanese shipwreck  

sunk in 1943 battle. 3) Squirrelfish portrait.

The BiLikiki
the 120-foot vessel sprang from her origins as a 

local freighter back in 1988. ten comfortable double 
staterooms now occupy her old cargo hold, each 
with their own private head and shower. the rooms 
offer queen sized lower berths and a single upper 
bunk. they’re spacious by liveaboard standards, 
spotlessly clean, and climate controlled by an 
efficient central air conditioning system that actually 
works. (don’t get me started on other vessels where 
the promised aC is often absent or paltry. i’m then 
left vainly sucking on a tiny flow of somewhat cooled 
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1) Nine-foot salt water crocodile at surface on reef. 2) Blue-striped 
Fang Blenny. 3) Regal Angelfish. Opposite page: The intricate reef 

and crystal clear waters at Mary Island.

only exceeded in the remote areas of indonesia. But 
who cares whether you saw 243 species in one dive or 
251? it’s a lot of damn fish and close to half of them will 
send you looking for one of the fish field identification 
guides because “you ain’t in Grand Cayman anymore, 
dorothy.” and there’s stuff here you’ve probably 
haven’t bumped into before outside of a humann/
deloach or roger steene book.

i lost track of how many individual species of 
anemone fish i saw. or nudibranchs. or anthias. i 
reacquainted myself with macro systems for the first 
time in years and had to force myself to put down 

my trusty wide-angle rigs in spite of the overflow of 
subject matter. the macro and fish portrait opportu-
nities were just too tempting. 

schools of pelagics at times tended to overwhelm 
as their mass would block out the brilliant sunshine and 
quickly turn the day to falsely overcast, then back to an 
explosion of sun as they passed overhead. f-stops could 
range from f-22 to f.2.8 just on a pass of big eye jack. we 
frequently were treated to screaming pass-bys of tuna 
the size of small submarines (or at least elizabeth taylor). 

one day as we were cruising between islands and 
eating lunch outside on the foredeck i noticed some 
spouts and tail slaps in the distance. i always like to 
watch the play of dolphins so i ambled over to the ship 

rail and continued munching away on my shrimp salad. 
not for long. My lunch tumbled down my chest and 
to the deck in my hasty retreat to retrieve my camera. i 
realized we had crossed paths with a pod of orcas. 

a mother and new calf were cavorting off to 
starboard and i was hoping they’d stick around long 

enough for me to grab a few distant images. ask and 
it will granted: they altered course to surf the swell of 
our wake and then proceeded to parallel our course a 
scant 15-20 feet off our beam. a large male orca came 
from nowhere and joined them. the captain slowed 
the ship and the three whales put on a leaping and 
tail-slapping show that rivaled a marine park matinee. 
the encounter lasted almost 45 minutes and everyone 
with a camera captured some images of a lifetime.

newbert had told me of an encounter he had   
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with orcas a few years back in the solomons and i 
remember envying his luck at the time. we hit the 
jackpot as well. indeed, most of our group had never 
seen orcas anywhere, much less nine degrees below 
the equator in the south Pacific. it’s often forgotten 
that orcas range the world through all regions in spite 
of being best known in their cold water environments. 
i’ve seen orcas in the Bahamas and even offshore 

Opposite page: Peter Meyer on steep dropoff in the Russell Islands.  
1) Orca mother and calf only a few yards from shore.  

2) Male orca completes our surprise visitors.

in the Caribbean but this was truly special. the 
prolonged visit and the antics of the calf all happened 
so close to us that it seemed a bit surreal. 

our sojourn began in the florida islands and 
meandered across the archipelago to the russell 
islands to Vangunu and nggatokae off new Georgia. 
Barracuda Point off tiny Mary island (located due west 
from the russells) produced waves of jacks and a cuda 
population that left no mistake about how the point 
came by its name. 

we saw it all, from steep walls covered in soft 
corals to shallow coral gardens that showcased a 
kind of pristine perfection that has long ceased to 

exist in most to the world. the calm crystal waters 
invited you to dive repeatedly and it seemed a 
personal betrayal to even think about skipping a 
dive. i think we all felt a lingering sense of urgency 
to experience the superb diving as though it might 
be snatched away from us if we didn’t maximize our 
time then.

while many great dive destinations can 
offer clear water walls and good corals, it usually 
means having to sacrifice that clarity and wide-
angle perspective in order to find the compelling 
macro subjects. not so in the solomons. Macro 
critters abound in the same areas of the walls and 
shallow reefs. Many of us would shoot wide angle 
systems during the first phase of the dive before 
switching to macro rigs and another hour or so 
was then spent with faces jammed into viewfinders 
cataloging the small tropicals and invertebrate life 
that flourishes.

Most of the great sea battles that took place 
here during world war ii resulted in the hulks sink-
ing in great depths. indeed, iron Bottom sound was 

named for the scores of wrecks now tumbled to her 
depths. But there are still a number of good wreck 
sites in accessible depths. 

of particular interest is the number of aircraft 
wrecks that can be found virtually intact. the air 
war resulted in hundreds of planes being ditched in 
shallow water as their pilots desperately hoped for 
a landing within swiming distance of shore. Both 
allied and Japanese planes litter the shallow pass-
es within the island groups and a short hike into 
the jungle will reveal the well-preserved remains 
of other aircraft that safely negotiated emergency 
landings in what was then cleared area. the jungle  
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Giant sea fan at 110 feet.
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has now reclaimed the busy military outposts and 
it’s possible to pass within twenty yards of an intact 
bomber without noticing it. armed with notes from 
villagers, i was able to track down several hulks that 
are suspended in time looking as if they only await 
a pilot and new coat of paint before roaring out of 
the tangled greenery on yet another mission.

another fascinating series of dives are 
highlighted by deep internal rifts within the island 
cliffs resulting in long cavern and cave passages 
leading from the walls. these rifts can be more 
than a hundred feet high in some places and can 
narrow to less than ten feet as they carve more 
than a hundred and fifty feet inland. But divers 
can easily explore the tunnels without leaving the 
safety of the ambient natural light spills. several of 
these sites are sleeping quarters for a prolific bat 
population that seek the quiet darkness of the cave 
ceilings during the day. surfacing and observing 
them quietly is a rare experience that i’ve only 
found in the solomons. 

1) Pink anemonefish. 2) Bob Leach on dropoff wall. Opposite page: 
Gretchen Gilliam with 10-ft. purple soft coral at 130 feet.
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by a long line of crude stalls and tables featuring 
shells, coral jewelry, and local woodcrafts. the 
solomon islanders are extraordinary wood carvers 
and the selection of bowls, sculpture, and marine life 
renderings are some of the finest in the Pacific. 

My wife Gretchen joined darline smith in 
corralling enough of these handcrafts to open their 
own version of Pier one when they got home. in 
fact, they acquired so many items along our itinerary 
that we were relieved to have the onboard manager 
explain that there was a dhl shipping office in 
honiara that would send the load back for us at a very 
reasonable price. this unleashed another round of 
fevered acquisitions and eventually the Bilikiki’s salon 
took on the look of a retail outlet.

But the greatest gift of the solomons turned 
out to be the wonderful hospitality of the villages 
we visited. the people were delighted to have us 
visit and went to great pains to explain their art or 
woodworking wares. i spent over an hour enthralled 
while a man coaxed the vision of an octopus from 
the dense hard wood he carved with an ancient 
knife and chisel. he took me to his hut to show me 
other examples of his carvings and i departed with 
another octopus that now graces a living room shelf 
in full majesty. i think it cost $20. in any gallery back 
home it would have fetched ten times that if you 
could find one. 

But if you don’t go to the village, then the 
village will come to you. any time we anchored 
within five miles of even the smallest settlement, 
a contingent of dugout canoes would swiftly 
encircle the ship. Paddled by adults or children 
barely past their initial walking phase, as many as  a    

the PeoPle
the crew of the ship has established relationships 

with several villages where they can do some limited 
reprovisioning of vegetables, fruit and some other 
local foodstuffs. the visits of the Bilikiki have evolved 
into a major trade occasion and we were greeted 

The entire village turns out to 
welcome Bilikiki with a craft display.
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Secluded island provides near-
perfect reefs just below its surface.
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we had previously been advised to bring gifts 
that promoted the educational experience so loads 
of pencils, notebooks, and reading primers were 
the most prized offerings. the children were radiant 
in their curiosity and eagerness to know more 
about our peculiar world. it was tough to finally tear 
away and resume diving. But in the shallow waters 
we could always look up from the depths and see 
dozens of canoes with eager wide-eyed stares 
following our fin strokes.

crew, and the truly wonderful people of 
the solomon islands who made our visit so 
thoroughly memorable. and a big thanks to Chris 
newbert who convinced me to give the solomons 
another look aboard this fine vessel. i could have 
stayed another four months easily. 

no, that’s not true. i would have run out of 
dVds by then. 

as dirty harry once noted, “a man’s got to 
know his limitations.” n

hundred canoes would spend the day fascinated 
by our goings and comings as divers. the delight 
they took in watching our foreign behavior was 
infectious and eventually they would spontaneously 
stream aboard to mingle as we attempted to 
explain the wonders that existed under their ocean. 

screams of delight were elicited when photog-
raphers took their photo with digital equipment 
and immediately showed them their image. it may 
have been witchcraft, but it was their kind of black 
magic. everyone from toddlers to oldsters lined up 
for portrait sessions. 

the BottoM line
i’m probably the most critical observer of 

diving since it’s my job to evaluate sites and 
regions as i review them both for articles and 
for possible destinations to offer on our Diving 
Adventure sponsored trips. the solomons’ diving 
has to rate as one of the best experiences of my 
lifetime. i could not get enough and i can’t wait 
to go back again. 

in fact, we booked dates in 2009 as well. see 
custom travel on pages 88 and 89.

so my hat is off to the Bilikiki, an exceptional 

Opposite page: Ornate Ghost 
Pipefish. This page: Ribbon eel in 

dual-phase (hermaphrodite species 
changing from male to female).


